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this system was released in 2008 in japan and in 2010 worldwide. it was rebranded as the
performance top system in hasbro markets. it introduces new components making the beyblades

more complex, including a wheel made of polycarbonate and a wider variety of bottoms. these kinds
of beyblades were sold under the beyblade: metal fusion brand. all parts of an hws beyblade are

plastic except for the fusion wheel. a key tool is used to assemble the beyblade, locking the face bolt
and performance tip to the spin track. the main difference from the earlier metal system is the

replacement of the metal wheel with a combination of a plastic energy ring and metal/fusion wheel.
this was done to prevent breakage of launcher parts. tyson has many beyblade stories that can be
played with the beyblade game. you can play them in any part of the website, for example, the first

game has a very brief introduction of how to play, and there are more games where you can find
challenges, play tournaments, and more. some games allow you to play against your friends or

computer, and some allow you to play with other beybladers from around the world. all games have
a ranking system, and you will be able to compare your stats in your beyblade. you can also find

beyblade games for girls that you can play online or download, and there are also many beyblade
games for children. beyblade is a very popular game, and it's easy to find a place to play and

practice for all ages. beyblade: metal fusion is a beyblade video game for the wii. it features a story
mode with an original storyline featuring characters from beyblade: metal fusion. players can collect
hundreds of different beyblade parts in order to customize their very own beyblade. outside of the

story mode up to 4 players can play in a beystadium battle.
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beyblade: metal fusion – battle fortress is a beyblade game developed by k.k. digital entertainment
inc. the game is set during the 2010 world cup, with players playing as beyblades from around the
world. this beyblade battle game released in north america and europe on march 29, 2010 for the

nintendo ds handheld gaming console. the game features online connectivity via nintendo wi-fi
connection. the game also features some new modes and a new story. there are 4 variations to the

game: the normal version, the collector's edition available at major retailers that comes with an
exclusive counter leone d125b beyblade, the second collector's edition available at wal-mart that

comes with an exclusive bakushin susanow 105f beyblade, and the third collector's edition available
at toys r us which comes with an exclusive cyber pegasus 100hf beyblade. these beyblades come

with an unique metal face bolt not sold anywhere else in north america. players who own the
collector's edition can battle friends who own a different collector's edition over wi-fi and you can
also download their character and beyblade to add to your collection. players are also able to link
their game with beyblade: metal fusion – battle fortress to unlock rare and exclusive beyblades.

beyblade: metal fusion – battle fortress comes with some new modes in addition to online
connectivity via nintendo wi-fi connection. the new modes are: free battle, which allows players to

choose to play against a friend or randomly; battle mode which allows you to play against your
opponent by choosing specific beyblades, as well as their attributes like power, speed and more; and

beyblade buildup which allows players to build up their beyblade and unleash special moves.
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